
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LONDON BOROUGH OF ISLINGTON – KATE GREENAWAY NURSERY 

LEARNING, DEVELOPMENT AND OUTREACH COMMITTEE  

                      22 February 2017 

 

Members 

Fiona Godfrey, Head teacher 

Joe Knutson, Deputy Head teacher 

Paul Convery, LA Governor 

Sara Blakemore, Community Governor 

Claire Harding, Community Governor 

Olga Lavrentieva, Parent Governor 

Petra Massey, Parent Governor 

Fenella Viecelli Community Governor 

Jessica Teague, Parent Governor 

Eilis Ponsonby, Parent Governor 

Also Attending 

Tracy Smith, LBI EYS Lead 

Tony McNamara, Minute and Advisory Clerk  

   Italics denotes absence 

 



 

 

1. INTRODUCTIONS, WELCOME AND APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 

Governors introduced themselves and Fiona introduced and welcomed 

Tracy Smith, LBI Early Years Lead, to the meeting. 

 Apologies for absence were received from Paul Convery, Fenella Viecelli 

and Petra Massey. 

2. DECLARATIONS OF BUSINESS INTERESTS 

Governors were reminded to declare any business interests relating to any 

items on the Agenda. No declarations were made. 

3. MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 9th November 2016 AND 

MATTERS ARISING 

Minutes of the meeting held on 9TH November 2016 were agreed as a 

correct record and signed by the Chair. 

NOTED that there were no matters arising from the Minutes. 

4. PRESENTATION FROM TRACY SMITH, EYS LEAD, ON PROBLEM 

SOLVING  

RECEIVED a print out of slides on “Problem solving – a critical cognitive 

skill,” from Tracy Smith. A copy of the slides presentation is included in the 

Minute Book. 

 

Tracy explained that Fiona had asked her to inform governors about how 

problem solving was being developed as an integral part of children’s 

learning at Kate Greenaway and why it was important that governors were 

familiar with the principles and processes involved. This would support 

governors in their visits and help to provide assurance that problem 

solving strategies were being delivered and working in practice. 

 

The following is a summary of the main points discussed and from 

governors’ questions. 

 complex problem solving was still the top skill noted for 2020 as in 

2015, in the top ten skills identified by the World Economic Forum. 

However, the next two top skills listed for 2020 were critical thinking 

and creativity. The former had moved up from number four in 2015 

while the latter did not feature in the 2015 list of skills; 

 



 problem solving was noted as being important from an early stage 

in children’s learning, involving high cognitive functions which 

helped children to shape their perception of the world, thinking 

critically, testing and adapting their learning. The importance of 

creativity in problem solving was emphasised and that children 

should work solutions out themselves, without fear of failing. 

 

 the slides outlined- 

 

 the four stages of problem solving, listing techniques which 

adults could use to support children and  facilitate problem 

solving; 

 opportunities for children to develop their mathematical 

skills in estimating and mark making; 

 an illustrated example of a five year old’s thought processes 

involved solving a maths problem. This showed how 

children can represent mathematical thinking and mark 

making; 

 how physical challenges contribute to problem solving, 

testing motor skills and risk strategies; 

 examples of modelling language for Adult-Child interactions; 

 examples of resources and routines which can support 

children’s problem solving skills. An example of a routine 

given was tidying up time at the end of an activity. 

 

 Governors were asked to discuss examples of how they used 

creative thinking in their jobs and following discussion it was agreed 

that there was comfort for children to find out from their interactions 

with adults that adults did not have all the answers and that this 

supported children and adults working together in a journey of 

discovery; 

 Fiona commented that the school were in the process of reviewing 

the role of adults in supporting children’s problem solving and 

developing characteristics of effective learning. This involved 

encouraging use of open questioning, as well as adapting the 

approaches listed in the slide on adult facilitated problem solving 

strategies; 

 Tracy talked about the two different mind-sets to learning – fixed 

and growing. The former restricted thinking to focusing on what was 

considered to be achievable through fear of failure, whereas the 

latter encouraged children to challenge and develop new ideas and  

was key  to supporting their effective learning; 



 Tracy concluded her talk by quoting the text in the last slide which 

stated “instead of thinking outside the box, get rid of the box.”  

Fiona thanked Tracy for her presentation. 

 Joe then showed a video clip providing Governors with an example 

which captured good practice of problem solving by children at KG. 

It was emphasised that problem solving was key to all aspects of 

learning at KG. The clip  involved Rachel working with a group of 

children in an outdoor creative play session; 

 The children were exploring different shapes to design and build a 

den in the garden. Responding to questions from Rachel as to what 

shape the den should look like, the children were using vocabulary 

including triangles and rectangles and were drawing and sketching 

their ideas while Rachel wrote down key words which the children 

had used to describe what the den would look like; 

 

 The children then worked together to construct the den. (although 

the clip finished before governors saw the finished product!) 

 

 Joe commented that these play sessions were quite long but this 

allowed children to develop their play and creative thinking skills; 

 

 Governors enquired whether the video clip would be shared with 

parents and Fiona responded that this was likely however the 

school were still reviewing options and assessing the impact of 

problem solving on children’s learning at KG. It was likely that video 

clips would be uploaded to the website at a later stage. Sharing 

these videos with parents would help to educate parents to better 

interact with their children and encourage different ways of 

communicating with them. Another option proposed was that the 

children’s floor books could be shared with parents. These showed 

the language which children used in demonstrating their problem 

solving skills; 

 

 Fiona commented that the school’s next focus would be home 

learning, sharing problem solving good practice and looking at ways 

of improving communication with parents to engage them in their 

children’s learning; 

 

 

 



 5. TRACKING SYSTEM UPDATE   

RECEIVED a verbal update from Joe on progress using the new assessment 

tracking system -“Early Excellence.” 

NOTED that the school were still experiencing teething problems with the online 

system so Joe was using paper copies of the system to capture and monitor 

tracking data. 

Joe showed an example tracking report sheet which used “Leuven Scales” – low, 

medium and high, to report on student’s progress. 

The report recorded the characteristics of effective learning used and also 

progress made in the seven areas of development in the EY curriculum. 

The new tracking system simplified the tracking of progress for teachers and going 

forward further meetings would be held with staff to ensure that they were 

confident in using the system. Reports using the old tracking system would be run 

in parallel with the new system for the remainder of the academic year. 

While on the subject of using paper reports, Joe mentioned that the school had 

received a complaint from a parent at the amount of paper being sent out to 

parents. Following discussions with staff, it was agreed that going forward, the 

school would send texts to parents as the main communication method, with a link 

to the relevant page on the school website. Some paper copies would still be 

available at the school’s reception. A letter explaining the new system would be 

sent to parents in the near future. 

In response to a question on costs of texting, Joe clarified that texting would not 

result in any additional cost to the school. 

6. OUTREACH TRANSFORMATION UPDATE 

  RECEIVED a verbal update from Fiona on the latest position in the Council’s 

Outreach Transformation Programme. 

 NOTED that the Council’s Strategy for transforming the delivery of Children’s 

Services in different ways, to achieve efficiency savings, had been in progress for 

around 18 months and the target date for completion was September 2017. 

 Costings for the new service delivery models were known and the School would 

soon know the outcome and impact on KG regarding Outreach provision. 

 The school were intending to expand nursery and under twos provision, using the 

space previously used for Outreach provision. 

  

7. STAFFING AND BUILDING PROJECT UPDATE 



 NOTED that the building project to expand nursery places was progressing well. 

 Planning permission had been obtained and estimated cost of the building works 

funded by LBI was stated as between £150- 160k. 

 It was anticipated that building work would commence in April or May and 

additional children would be admitted to the school from September 2017. 

 Over the Summer term, the school would need to review the staffing structure and 

this may require setting up a working group with governor involvement, to ensure 

that the staffing structure in place in September was fit for purpose and maintained 

the existing quality of service provided. may be some additional responsibilities 

spread among staff to maintain quality levels.( please don’t mention this at this 

stage) 

 Governors questioned whether the Stay and Play service would be retained under 

the new structure and Fiona confirmed that this would be the case until September 

2017. After this date, the new service commissioning leads for the three new areas 

for providing Children’s Services in LBI would determine where services were to 

be delivered. Fiona explained that a service pack would be prepared summarising 

the current costs of the stay and play service, attendance figures, and benefits 

provided by the service, with a view to helping inform a decision to retain the stay 

and play service at KG. 

8. SAFEGUARDING POLICY 

 RECEIVED the updated Safeguarding Policy dated February 2017, a copy of 

which is included in the Minute Book. 

 NOTED that the previous policy was felt to be somewhat disjointed and did not 

reflect all areas of best practice in safeguarding.  

 Consequently, Fiona in consultation with KG staff, had reviewed the policy and 

introduced parts of the LBI Safeguarding policy template which it was felt reflected 

all relevant areas of safeguarding. 

 The updated version had been already been considered by the Finance Personnel 

and Premises Committee and additional features now included – 

 an overarching  mission statement setting out the school’s commitment to 

safeguarding and promoting the wellbeing of all its children; 

 a definition of what safeguarding means and first and last principles; 

 the role of the Governing Body in safeguarding; 

 a list of designated safeguarding staff and contact details; 

 links to all relevant safeguarding legislation; 

 appendices describing the various categories of abuse with checklists of 

signs and indicators of the abuse. 



It was felt that the updated policy flowed better and was clearer and easier 

to read. 

Governors were invited to email any comments or suggestions on the policy 

to Fiona after the meeting for further consideration of the policy before final 

ratification at the next Governing Body meeting. 

9. GOVERNOR PEN PORTRAITS  

 NOTED that most governor pen portraits had now been received and uploaded on 

to the website.  

 Governors who had not yet sent their pen portraits to Fiona were reminded to 

please do so as soon as possible. 

10. ANY OTHER BUSINESS 

 NOTED that there was no other business for the committee to consider. 

11. ITEMS FOR NEXT AGENDA 

 NOTED that the following item be included on the next meeting’s Agenda in 

addition to standing items – 

 Governor visits feedback – SEND Link Governor and a visit to observe 

problem solving. 

12. DATE OF NEXT MEETING 

 NOTED that the date of the next meeting was 14 June 2017. 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

   

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

  

 

 


